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Main Findings
The educational activities of Teatro del Lago have a social return of

100% over the original

investment; that is, the social impact of the activities are double the amount of input from all
stakeholders. The main drivers for the social value are:
Butacas Educativas and EduVida sessions, which constitute a ‘once in a lifetime’ experience’
for the majority of those who attend the performances and help bridge the gap between
wealthier and poorer segments of the population,
The art-rich environment, constituted by Teatro del Lago and Escuela de las Artes-Casa
Richter, helps those who participate intensively to improve job perspectives and reduce the
risk of future unemployment
The high intensity educational activities support the integration between the socioeconomic
strata of the region, and are valued accordingly by the relevant stakeholder groups.

Furthermore, Teatro del Lago creates economic / financial value for the region. Many economic
actors (e.g. land owners and companies in the tourism-sector) benefit from its presence, though their
respective inputs/contributions have been minimal.
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1. Management summary
This report describes the findings of the project to assess the social impact of Teatro del Lago, at the
request of the Schiess family. The social impact was assessed applying the social return on
investment (SROI) methodology (see chapter 1 and annex 3).
Within Teatro del Lago (TdL) there are two pillars of social impact; the educational activities and the
offering of music and arts performances to the general public. The focus of the assessment was on
the impact of the educational activities of TdL. These are operated partially from the theater itself
and partially from Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, both in Frutillar Bajo at Lake Llanquihue in the
Los Lagos region. The analysis consisted of a review of research literature, more than 30 interviews
with stakeholder groups, focus group sessions to assess the value created, and the application of
statistical information on relevant demographic and economic phenomena.
Within the educational activities a distinction is made, in line with research literature, between lowintensity educational activities (Butacas Educativas and EduVidas) and high-intensity music and arts
education (dedicated weekly music & arts classes, Master Classes and Juguemos a las artes).
Social drivers
The social return analysis shows that the overall social value created by the educational activities of
TdL is double the size of the combined input of all stakeholders. This results in a significant social
impact from the activities (section 4.5). The main social value drivers, which are explained in further
detail in sections 4.3 and 4.4, are:
The art-rich environment, constituted by Teatro del Lago and Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter,
helps those who participate intensively to improve job perspectives and reduce the risk of
future unemployment. The improved job-perspectives are a consequence of achieving higher
educational levels, and have a life-lasting effect and, hence, a significant contribution to the
overall social outcome. The reduction in unemployment risk also has a contribution to the
outcome, albeit a smaller one as this is of a shorter nature and youth-unemployment levels in Los
Lagos region are not particularly high.
Butacas Educativas and EduVida (low intensity music & arts education) were found to be a ‘once
in a lifetime experience’ specifically for the vulnerable part of the children and youth attending.
They attribute a significant value to that experience. Furthermore, these activities help bridge
the gap between the wealthier and poorer segments of the population, as was clearly shown
from the stakeholder interviews; as we found no reliable way to quantify and value this
integration between the low intensity students, we did not include this value driver in our
calculation thus far.
The high intensity educational activities support the integration between the socioeconomic
strata of the population of the region, and are valued accordingly by the relevant stakeholder
groups.
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Economic impact of Teatro del Lago
Although the project focused on the social impact of the educational activities, we saw empirical
evidence that Teatro del Lago as a whole creates a significant economic value for the region. Steeply
increased property values, more consistent business throughout the year for hotels and other
tourism-related activities, and increased private sector investments into the region are just a few of
them (chapter 5). These positive financial outcomes are for a significant part attributable to TdL,
which supports the conclusion that TdL is one of the main drivers for economic growth in the area. At
the same time, the presence of the theater could possibly fuel the risk of increased segregation of
the socioeconomic strata of the population, thus we emphasize the importance of the educational
activities that are carried out in parallel, as our research showed that educational activities certainly
help improve the perception of the theater among the local and regional population. Many economic
actors (e.g. landowners and companies in the tourism-sector) benefit from TdL’s presence. It would
therefore make a lot of sense to share the operational expense of the theater and the educational
activities with those actors who are (or will be) benefiting financially. The Landbanking Fund that
will be set up to facilitate property development could provide a mechanism for this.
Recommendations
The analysis itself and the stakeholder interviews gave insights into the possibilities for improvement,
both in terms of the social return generated by the educational activities and ideas to help the
impact of the theater and its financial resilience. Specific recommendations, ideas and suggestions
are included as chapter 6 of this report but we summarize a few of them below.
In short, there are a large number of students participating in the low intensity activities (Butacas
Educativas and EduVidas), numbering in the tens of thousands; while the per person value is lower
than that of the high intensity activities, the number of beneficiaries is so large that the value is
driven up, and thus any further shift in the number of beneficiaries of the low intensity activities will
have very large implications for the overall social impact created by the theater. Systematic
marketing of these activities would help that, as we found a relatively low awareness of the
possibility of sending students throughout the year. Further, the theater could bring elements into
the educational activities that specifically support the integration between the two distinct groups in
the communities (the poorer and the wealthier part), in order to increase the social outcome in that
area. On a per student basis, the EduVidas are more impactful than the Butacas Educativas, thus the
theater should look into whether the number of EduVidas can be increased without necessarily
increasing the expenses of the theater.
The high intensity educational activities have potentially a very significant impact, as they are life
changing for the students. The share of the high-intensity music and arts education in the overall
social return ranks first because of the long-term economic impacts, which come from a higher
exposure to the arts; further, we concluded that the more vulnerable the student, the greater the
social impact created by these high intensity educational activities. Therefore, we recommend
increasing the outreach of the high intensity activities, with a focus on vulnerable students.
Lastly, Teatro del Lago has created a brand with an image of top-quality programming and operations
associated with it, which is an asset that could potentially be utilized for additional revenuegenerating activities.
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2. Background and scope of assessment
The Schiess family has been engaged in the operation of Teatro del Lago since its inception. As this
project takes a substantial part of the family’s philanthropic resources, it is important to understand
its relevance and impact. shӕrpa and Social Investors were therefore engaged to analyze the societal
impact the Teatro has.
The three main objectives of the analysis are:
1. Assess the societal impact of the family’s philanthropic engagement
Teatro del Lago’s operational expenses are covered to a large extent by the philanthropic
engagement of the Schiess family, and the family would like to have a tangible assessment of
what the societal impact of its support is.
2. Illustrate the value generated for the community and other stakeholders
By involving other stakeholders (the local community, potential donors and partners) in this
assessment, the family aims to illustrate the value of this initiative to these stakeholders.
3. Encourage stakeholders to take greater ownership of the two institutions
By involving other stakeholders in the analysis and by illustrating the value that they gain
from the presence of the two institutions in Frutillar, it is hoped that the Schiess family can
encourage these stakeholders to take greater ownership and provide financial support to the
institutions, thereby reducing the Teatro’s dependency on the Schiess family.
The societal impact of the Teatro was analyzed by deploying the social return on investment (SROI)
approach. The analysis was supported by the use of social e-valuator™ software, which facilitates a
structured approach and reporting of findings.
A schematic overview of the SROI approach, and the main questions it is supposed to answer, is
shown in the picture below. A brief description of the SROI approach is included as annex 2.

The project was led by an internal project champion, Macarena Barros, who brought the content
knowledge and the links with the relevant sections of the organization, while the team further
consisted of Kipper Blakeley (performance evaluation specialist), Marlon van Dijk (SROI specialist)
and Pieter Oostlander (social impact experience and general project coordination).
This report summarizes the findings from the analysis and gives recommendations for the social
outcomes of the operations, and where applicable, general recommendations as well.
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2.1 Scope of assessment
The Teatro del Lago-project consists of two elements: the theater as such (Teatro del Lago) which is
situated at lake Llanquihue in Frutillar Bajo, and the music and arts school ‘Escuela de Las Artes-Casa
Richter’, which is located in the proximity of the theater in the village. These two elements are
operated as one organization.
From a social impact perspective, the organization serves two distinct goals, which each have a
specific societal impact:
1. Music and arts performances attended by the public at large and which bring cultural
enhancement to the audience and contribute to wellbeing and quality of life for the
participating audience. These will be referred to as ‘theater performances’, and
2. Educational activities being a mix of dedicated high-intensity music and arts education,
workshops around music and arts and involvement of youngsters in regular theater
performances.
Because of the different nature of social outcomes and impacts of the two goals, these would require
separate analyses. At the beginning of the project, it was thus decided to focus the SROI analysis on
the educational activities, as these have the most prominent impact and the fundraising activities of
Teatro del Lago indeed circle around this topic. Thus, Chapter 4 describes the social impact related to
the educational activities, while chapter 5 provides preliminary findings on the theater
performances. A more in depth analysis of the theater performances could be performed in a second
phase by an internal team.
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3. Overview of the institution
Teatro del Lago is housed in a state-of-the-art
11,000 m2 building (see image at right), with an
awe-inspiring natural setting and stunning
architecture harmonizing perfectly with the
landscape and respectful of the environment. It
includes the 1,178-capacity ‘Espacio Volcán Tronador - Sala Nestlé’ concert hall, an amphitheater
seating 270 and a range of other multipurpose salons and foyers, exhibition areas, rehearsal spaces,
conference rooms and congress halls, the Café CapPuccini, Volcán Puntiagudo Terrace and Tower, a
small open air stage and a pedestrian walkway which runs around the theater’s perimeter over the
lake.
The theater’s construction, its interior and its acoustic characteristics are of an amazing quality. As
such it competes with theater halls on an international level. Additionally, and in line with this, the
program of the Teatro offers performances of high quality artists, ensembles and orchestras, with
which it can also compete with the best theaters on an international level. With these two elements
(the outfit and the content/program), Teatro del Lago established a brand name of extremely high
quality, which transcends Frutillar and the regional level, and puts it on the national map for music
and arts.
3.1 Educational activities
The music and arts education are operated through both the
separate arts school ‘Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter’ (see image at
right) as well as the main theater. It targets children and youth aged
2 to 17 and, in specific programs, university students.
The educational activities consist of:
a. Juguemos a las Artes, taking place at Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, targeting
children aged 2 to 6 (preschool).
b. Dedicated music & arts classes on a weekly basis in multiple year programs. These
are in the framework of this analysis classified as high intensity arts education,
c. Music camps; master classes in music and arts during intense weeks with very
professional teachers,
d. (free) admission to music and arts performances (Butacas Educativas), with the aim
to convey the experience, which are classified as low intensity education.
e. Educational music & arts experiences (EduVida). These are workshop-like events
organized by TdL with musicians and artists as teachers. In the framework of this
analysis these are classified as low intensity music education, as they are incidental
rather than structural,
f. Summer schools; music & arts education organized during several weeks in the
summer season targeted at entertaining and educating children during holiday
period. In the framework of this analysis these are considered low intensity arts
education.
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3.2 Organizational structure
The organization of the Teatro is pictured in the following diagram:

Director Ejecutivo
Teatro del Lago
Uli Bader

Presidenta Ejecutiva
Corporación Cultural
Teatro del Lago
Nicola Schiess
Asistente
Ejecutiva
Isabel Uribe

Strategic
Alliances
Andres Espinosa

Gerente Program
ación Artística y
Comunicación
Carmen Gloria
Larenas

Subgerente
Finanzas y
Administración
Cristián Valdes

Gerente
Dirección
Técnica
Mario Soave

Subgerente
Operaciones y
calidad de
servicio
Alejandra Flores

The organization is built around the functional lines that are needed to operate the theater
performances, as this is the main operational (and cost) aspect of TdL’s activities. The educational
activities, despite being a pillar in the philosophy of the theater, are not reflected in the structure nor
the budget at the moment. Starting in February 2012 there will be a new focal point for educational
activities in the organization.
3.3 Inputs of Teatro del Lago into educational activities
As the theater is the stakeholder with the largest input into the educational activities, we thought
that it would be helpful to break down the expenses of the theater relating to educational activities
(i.e. the theater’s input). Below we describe each of the line items of the table on the following page.
Over the five-year period of this analysis, the theater will spend 1,122,416,700 Chilean pesos on
direct costs related to educational activities. This is just part of the 14,013,012,181 pesos that the
theater will spend in its overall activities during this same time period.
Added to the direct costs related to education, there are general overhead costs of the theater that
are attributable to the educational activities. The finance department of the theater has calculated
this proportion to be 24.3% of the total overhead costs. With total sales and administrative costs for
the theater of 6,767,777,075 Chilean pesos (over the five years), this would therefore shift
1,644,569,829 pesos of expenses to the educational activities.
We looked at the inputs from various stakeholders, including the tuition for the students at Escuela
de las Artes-Casa Richter and the course fees for the Master Classes and summer programs.
Additionally, there were donations made by donors of the arts for educational programs. The total
inflows for these additional sources of education-related income is 1’000’665’180 Chilean pesos over
the five year period (see table below).
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With this data, we were able to ascertain the net input of Teatro del Lago into the educational
activities. The net contribution of the theater for educational activities over the five-year timeframe
of this analysis thus comes to 1,766,321,349 Chilean pesos.

Total direct costs
for educational
activities
Resulting
education
overhead
(24.3%)
Income from
educational
activities
Income from
donations and
support
Net contribution
by theater for
educational
activities

2011

2012

2013 (est)

2014 (est)

2015 (est)

Total 5 Years

(169,741,975)

(226,495,203)

(242,059,841)

(242,059,841)

(242,059,841)

(1,122,416,700)

(293,163,765)

(334,814,016)

(346,964,016)

(334,814,016)

(334,814,016)

(1,644,569,829)

31,298,784

55,678,637

103,226,941

103,226,941

103,226,941

396,658,244

47,816,370

52,598,007

167,864,186

167,864,186

167,864,186

604,006,936

(383,790,586)

(453,032,575)

(317,932,729)

(305,782,729)

(305,782,729)

(1,766,321,349)

3.4 Regional reach of educational activities
The majority (90%) of the educational activities target local
primary and secondary schools from the Los Lagos region (see
image on right). The involvement of large volumes of
children/students like in the main educational activities
requires relatively large-scale
transportation, which is restricted to a
geographical distance. Some of the
educational activities (music camps and
summer schools) attract students from a
wider circle, partially because those are
dedicated short-term, high intensity
programs at a high quality level, which
justify longer range travel (music camps),
and partially because they target students
that are visiting the area for vacation
(summer schools). The outreach for the
main educational activities is basically the
Los Lagos region in Chile. Within that
region several counties have higher connection to the program
than others. This is mainly because of personal relations with
schools and interest from school management to participate.
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4. Social impact of education activities
4.1 Academic research
There is a wealth of research and studies for the impact of music and arts on children and youth.
Many of them come to similar conclusions. Although most point out that there is no watertight proof
of the relation between arts education and positive societal impacts, all of them point in the same
general direction.
In the report ‘Good morning creativity’ by Fundación Botín, it shows that an art-rich, creative
education involves a combination of education in the arts, through the arts, art as education and
education as art. Where this exists, creative education has a positive impact on 1) the child; 2) the
teaching and learning environment, and; 3) on the community. These benefits were noted in
extensive research studies (Bamford, 2004):
The benefits to the child included:
75% of countries felt that arts education had enhanced academic performance, especially in
the areas of literacy and learning of languages;
Arts education led to an improvement in student, parental and community perceptions of
schools;
Art-rich programs improved students’ attitudes to school; and
Arts education increased cognitive development and improved the health and well-being of
young people.
The benefits to the teaching and learning community included:
Arts education increases co-operation, respect, responsibility, tolerance, and appreciation,
and has a positive impact on the development of social and cultural understanding;
Art-rich programs encouraged more focused classroom interactions, greater concentration
during school and more consistent school attendance - especially in boys and marginalized
(‘at-risk’) students;
Art-rich education renewed teachers’ interest in in-service professional education,
encouraged the teachers to use more innovative pedagogy and broadly improved their levels
of job satisfaction and quality of teaching.
The benefits to the community included:
Greater interest in education and respect for the school;
Enhanced local civic and social pride;
Perception of improved employment opportunities;
Re-engagement with civic pride and heritage issues; and
Greater participation of the broader community in the arts.
In the most comprehensive study of its kind, Catterall (2009) tracked the impact of art-rich education
on a large-scale sample of pupils in the USA. He found that there was a strong connection between
engagement in the arts (in school) and a positive effect on pupils’ academic performance and
enhanced social values both in school and in later life. He found that during school, pupils who
engaged in the arts were more likely to write, read and do complex, ‘higher order’ mathematics.
They were less likely to be absent from school and they reported being happier at school. By 20 years
of age, the young people who had received an art-rich education were (amongst other positive
benefits noted):
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More likely to volunteer (15.4%)
More likely to have strong friendships (8.6%)
More likely to vote (20%)
More likely to enroll in college/higher education (> 17.6%)
10.9% less likely to be unemployed
These findings are in line with those from the very quantitative study of José Cuesta, “Music to my
ears; the (many) socio-economic benefits of music education programs”. This study found a positive
correlation between high intensity music education and four baseline indicators:
Academic achievements (by better attendance and significantly reduced drop-out rates)
Increased employability (higher participation in formal employment of youth aged 14 and
above),
Improved conflict management, and
Improved social-economic profiles (reduced number of persons living in poverty).
A list of research literature is included in Annex 3.

4.2 Theory of Change for TdL educational activities
In order to define the theory of change for the educational activities an analysis is made of the local
situation. In the school system in the region there are very little schools that have an integrated art
curriculum and the offering of arts education in the region is very low.
The academic achievements in the Los Lagos region are moderate to good, with average SIMCE and
PSU (university entrance exams) scores above the national average. The PSU of Los Lagos region even
ranks third in the entire country. However, the municipality of Frutillar still significantly lags behind
the national average. This means the academic performance in the region, when compared to the
national average, is not a serious social issue per se, but there is room for improvement especially in
and around the municipality of Frutillar.
From the various interviews with stakeholders it has become apparent that the communities
perceive a significant gap between the socioeconomic strata. This leads to estrangement of the two
groups, to lower self-esteem with the poorer part and may feed tensions within the community. The
Teatro as such would fuel the gap as its high quality outfit and programming is perceived as nonaccessible for the poor.
The theory of change for the educational activities of TdL is therefore defined as follows:
Social issue: There is very little connection between poorer and wealthier groups in the Frutillar
community and in general in the Los Lagos region. This causes an estrangement of the two groups,
lower self-esteem with the poorer part, and feed into tensions within the community. Furthermore,
there is a poor level of access to arts and arts education to the children and youth attending local
schools in the region.
Urgency of the issue: The creation of the Teatro del Lago with its high quality outfit and
programming, and its further development into an economic engine for the village and the region,
fuels the perceived distance between the two socioeconomic strata in the community. Additionally,
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the offerings of arts education within the region (and, indeed, within the country) is very low. Of the
total of 48 (traditional and in transition) art schools (in 2011) in the country, there are only 4 art
schools in Los Lagos region - pre-school, primary and secondary - that host a total of 1’083 students.
That is only 0.61% of the total number of students enrolled in the region. In Frutillar, where the
theater is, there is no municipal art school.
The population attending municipal schools - those schools managed by municipalities and financed
by a state subsidy - come from the most vulnerable segments of the population and have access only
to the mandatory hours of the general education curriculum for arts education sub-sector. Primary
school (1st grade through 8th) students receive 3-4 hours per week of exposure to the arts at various
levels; as theater and dance are not on the standard curriculum, additional hours must be dedicated
to visual arts and music.
Scale of the issue: Los Lagos has a population of 815’400 people, as estimated by the INE for 2008.
33% of the population is between 0 and 19 years (estimated 269’082 people).
210’398 primary and secondary school students are enrolled in the Los Lagos region, of which 99’340
come from municipal schools. This compares to 417’702 students in municipal schools just in the
metropolitan region of Santiago, and 1’512’062 students in municipal schools around the entire
country.
There are 2’906 primary and secondary school students enrolled in the municipal schools in Frutillar.
In Frutillar, there are 28 educational institutions, 15 of which are the most vulnerable (municipal).
Solution: The educational activities of TdL offer to bridge the gap between the poorer and wealthier
part of the communities. The educational programs bring all levels of the community together
around music and arts performance and education. TdL educational activities work with schools in
Frutillar and surrounding communities in the Los Lagos region to promote the interest in and
application of arts and arts based education to enhance the academic performance. The program is
guided by the principle scientifically proven (“Efectos de las actividades artísticas en el desarrollo de
habilidades cognitivas y no cognitivas en estudiantes vulnerables: el caso de la Orquesta de
Curanilahue”, by Egaña et al (2010)) that music and art accompanied by educational activities
enhance communication skills and concentration, reduce aggression, and improve self esteem and
thus quality of life of the community.
Objectives: In its artistic program, Teatro del Lago offers over 250 performances in various art forms
throughout the year, of which almost all have specific educational components to them (e.g. Butacas
Educativas). With these activities, in particular the Butacas Educativas and EduVida workshops, the
theater is trying to increase access to the arts for all of the 210’398 students that are enrolled in the
Los Lagos region (of which 99’340 come from municipal schools). In addition, the theater is targeting
1’849 students over the five years for high intensity activities, including Escuela de las Artes-Casa
Richter, musical camps, guitar days, international CMMC, Stuttgart Bach Academy Master Classes,
Technical Workshop and Meyer Sound Technical Workshop.
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4.3 Stakeholders and Impact Map
Below is an overview of the stakeholders, along with a description of their respective inputs,
activities, outputs, outcomes, deadweight and attribution, as well as relevant indicators.
A note on the two student stakeholder groups
Students are the recipients of the educational activities provided by the theater, and as such are the
largest stakeholder group(s) of this analysis. We segmented them into two separate stakeholder
groups - “low intensity” and “high intensity” – based on the students’ exposure to the arts and music.
The research on the impact of music & arts education uses this distinction and so it made sense for
our analysis to segment our sample size along the same lines.
We have indications from the literature that arts education has a positive impact on the social
behavior (more civic engagement, more volunteering, conflict management, etc), indicating that the
arts have a positive general impact on the population. However, as we did not (yet) found the right
way to identify and quantify these, we have not included the behavioral changes in our calculations.
Low intensity students

Low intensity students attend the performances at the theater and go to the various workshops and
classes that are offered both at the theater and Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter. Approximately 65%
percent of the attending students come from municipal and subsidized schools in the region of Los
Lagos, in which 77% of the student population comes from the most vulnerable segments of society.
For purposes of this analysis, however, we use the index of 65% as we feel that this reflects the
vulnerability and art-poor environment of the audience the most, as the municipal and subsidized
schools only offer between 2-4 hours per week of arts and music.
One of the largest outcomes for the low intensity group is a “once in a lifetime” experience. There is
literally nothing like the Teatro del Lago for the low intensity students, especially for the children
coming from vulnerable families. Although there may be other alternatives for the children (a trip to
a nearby volcano, skiing in the mountains), everyone interviewed said that going to the theater was
the experience of their lifetime (albeit a very young lifetime). No other alternative was mentioned.
Among the outcomes for the low intensity group, we noticed a possible increased interest in the arts.
The national Chilean school curriculum has very little room for arts and culture, therefore students
have minimal exposure to the arts. Despite this, the students still receive the majority of their annual
hours through the school (and the government is hard at work to increase the appetite and the
access to the arts) and thus the deadweight was higher than we (and TdL) originally expected.
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High intensity students

High intensity students are heavily involved in music and the arts. They either attend classes at
Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, go to the music camps, or attend one of the Master Classes.
Furthermore, many interviewees have reported that they feel that the educational activities
contribute to integration between the socioeconomic classes of Frutillar. For the parents of
vulnerable high intensity students, the interaction with wealthier families (i.e. the integration) is the
principal component of the value of sending their children to participate in these high intensity
activities. After integration, the quality of the instruction and the reputation of the institution were
far behind in the list of value drivers for this particular indicator.
One of the more interesting findings that came out during our research was the increase in expected
income for students of an art-rich education. The Fundación Botin found that art students have a
17.6% higher chance of getting a better job and also would have a 10.9% lower chance of being
unemployed in the near future. Over the next ten years, which we felt is conservative given the
trajectory that this would set them on for life, this would therefore result in additional income above
and beyond what these students otherwise might have earned without the art-intensive schooling.
The deadweight figure for this particular stakeholder group is linked to the vulnerability index of the
students in question. The majority of the students participating in the theater’s high intensity
educational activities come predominantly from wealthier families, and would have not been at a
disadvantage (vis-a-vis their peers) had they not attended the activities. In particular for the students
at Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, we can assume that the wealthier parents of the pupils (nonvulnerable) will anyway encourage the students to do well in school and the students will get decent
jobs afterward. For the vulnerable students, however, the experience of these high intensity
activities is a huge change in their lives (skills, mindset, networks with wealthier families, opening up
their minds to new possibilities for their respective futures) as well as in the lives of their families
(the fact that their children study in such an institution as Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, for
example, has encouraged many families to support their children's academic work). Furthermore,
there are other efforts being made by the government to help increase the future opportunities for
these youth, which is taken into account by a medium level attribution.
TdL has helped students (Camping Musical) by improving their skills and their CVs (through the
improved reputation of having played at TdL). However, approximately half of these students were
already studying to become professionals and, with the exception of students who learned to play a
new instrument and thus change their careers, most would have had survived well without the
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added bonus of studying at TdL. Thus there is a high deadweight but relatively high attribution to TdL
activities for this particular outcome/sub stakeholder group.
Schools and teachers

Schools send their students as well as teachers to the performances at TdL. Their main input is the
transport of these students to Frutillar. The schools themselves benefit from the collaboration with
the theater, albeit minutely when compared to the school’s overall efforts, in the improvement of
the school’s reputation.
Some teachers and administrators of the local schools cited improved reputation of their schools
thanks to the attendance at the TdL performances. However, other factors such as academic
performance of the student body, the reputation of teachers, sports competitions and other
activities all seem empirically to have a stronger influence over the school’s reputation then does
participation once or twice a year at a TdL performance. Other initiatives in the area, such as the
Municipal Orchestra, has had a role in improving the reputations/image of schools (depending on the
number of students participating from each school); the Municipal Orchestra goes on tour around
the region and plays at Semanas Musicales, which helps to raise the profile (and pride) of the school.
Thus the deadweight is very high and attribution is low for this outcome.
Performing artists

These are the performers that play at TdL. The performers play in the main theater, at which
thousands of students attend free of charge through Butacas Educativas. In addition, some artists
provide EduVida workshops with a group of youth, which tend to be more intimate than playing in
front of hundreds of people and thus provide the artists with a strong feeling of “giving back” to the
local community.
We noticed a higher relevance for this “good feeling” for the national Chilean artists, as the
international artists may be playing for various benefit concerts around the world. The Chilean
artists, who make up a majority of the EduVida performers, do not have many options for interacting
and education children in such a personal setting, as the concept of playing face-to-face with children
is rare in Chile.
The income earned by the artists is not insignificant, but has to be looked at in comparison to what
they could be earning if they were not playing at the theater. Most of the invited international artists
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are among the best in the world, and thus would have other opportunities to play (and earn money
elsewhere); thus, while performing at TdL certainly helps their CV, for the international artists it is
only incremental and thus a high deadweight and low attribution.
For the national Chilean performers, it is a very big opportunity for their reputation (i.e. their CV) to
play at TdL. One thing we must keep in mind, however, is that most of the value gained from playing
at TdL, whether for international or local artists, will relate to the main performance in the theater
and will relate only incrementally to the EduVida session and other educational activities. Thus a low
deadweight but a low attribution for this particular outcome.
There are hundreds of different press releases or media stories about TdL throughout the year,
including national TV broadcasts and radio advertisements that reach millions. In every instance,
several artists are mentioned. Thus, beyond the feeling of “giving back” to the local community, the
Chilean artists in particular benefit from the advertising of the theater. The commercial value of this
free promotion is relevant especially for the local Chilean artists, many of whom benefit from the
association with the theater (whereas the international artists are already quite well known and, as
such, have only a marginal increase in their reputation resulting from the promotion).
Local and regional businesses

These are the businesses that provide services to both the theater, the artists, and the guests
attending the performances. These include hotels, restaurants and cafés, gift shops and other
businesses.
Local businesses benefit from the presence of the theater in various ways. First of all, the audience as
well as the performers themselves stay of the hotels and frequent the restaurants and cafés in the
town. Second, the advertising the theater does help to increase tourism in the region, which also
increases the capital being spent in the local economy. One government stakeholder mentioned that
TdL put Frutillar “on the map” and that, without the theater, “Frutillar would be just another town
with a pretty view of the lake”.
These outcomes however relate to the main performances and only indirectly relate to the
educational activities (usually the performers will provide an EduVida session within the same day of
the arrival or departure, and thus do not increase the amount of capital spent in the town). Thus
there are very high deadweight and low attribution figures for this particular outcome.
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Municipality/town

The town plays host to the theater, and as such has a strong relationship with the theater. Though
there are still cases where the theater could do more to improve its outreach to the local population,
the educational activities have targeted the children of the town and as such has been a major
driving force in the integration of the socioeconomic stratas. The well-known Semanas Musicales has
been in Frutillar for 45 years, which continued a musical tradition in the region that started in the
19th century when the first German immigrants arrived; unfortunately, while Semanas Musicales has
increased the awareness and excitement surrounding music in the region (and has increased the
profile of Frutillar as a town), the event has been closed to the public and has done little to increase
integration between socioeconomic stratas of society. Thus, the deadweight figure is high, but still
attribute some impact directly to the educational activities of the theater.
The town of Frutillar benefits from the theater in several ways. In addition to an improved image for
Frutillar, the greatest benefit to the town seems to be the increased property value created as a
result of the theater’s presence. This increased property value and economic activity can help raise
local revenue sources for the municipality (e.g. increased taxes collected), and has helped fuel
speculation by outside land investors such as “Patagonia Virgin”, a large community on the outskirts
of town which seemingly uses the theater’s image in all of its propaganda. As with the local business
stakeholders, these outcomes relate mainly to the theater in general and not directly to the
educational activities.
Foundations and donors of the arts

There are a number of foundations working on improving access to and increasing the quality of the
arts. They support the theater in varying forms, from direct contributions to supporting the
attendance of audience members who otherwise would not be able to attend. There are no specific
outcomes attributable to this stakeholder group. The inputs from this stakeholder group are
considered to be made for the purpose of helping other stakeholders receive social impact through
the educational activities.
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Teatro del Lago

The theater runs educational activities both as part of the regular performances (in the form of free
seats for students/Butacas Educativas) and in smaller, more intimate settings (EduVida workshops).
The theater provides the largest input to the educational activities – larger than all other
stakeholders combined - and benefits in turn from these activities in several ways.
First of all, educational activities bring in additional donations from sponsors that otherwise might
not come in. Without the educational activities, TdL might have obstacles in raising as much
contributions (e.g. scholarships for Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter). Grants from the Ministry of
Culture are given because of the theater's providing access to vulnerable people. Without
educational activities, however, the theater would still be able to raise funds for music and cultural
programs (e.g. new programs under development, including local heritage and/or social integration),
which may bring in additional funding in the future irrespective of the educational activities of the
theater.
Second, the educational activities help educate the next-generation, so that there is a larger
audience in the future of people who appreciate high quality music.
Third, and certainly not least, the educational activities help improve the image of the theater in the
local community (reducing the impression that the theater is an institution for the elite). Social
marketing for the theater is focused on the educational activities focused on the vulnerable
segments of the local population, such as the Butacas Educativas and Escuela de las Artes-Casa
Richter scholarships.
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4.4 Overview of social value created
An overview of the value creation for all stakeholders follows below.

The total social value per person is the aggregation of the individual social values for each indicator,
and adds up to 130 (in 000s of Chilean pesos) for the first year of the analysis. The individual social
values per person are assessed by valuing the social impact per indicator, while taking into account
the deadweight and attribution for each outcome. The social value per indicator is derived from
either statistical data or the perceived values of the applicable stakeholders.
More details can be found in annex 4.

4.5 Social value projection
The graphic on the next page shows the projections of social value creation by TdL’s education
activities for a five-year timeframe. For this calculation, we have taken actuals of 2011, estimates of
2012, and projections of 2013-2015. Furthermore, we take into account a 4% per annum “social
value inflation”, bringing the social value from 130 in 2011 to 154 in 2015.
The projections are based on the actual and expected number of beneficiaries (spread over the
various stakeholder groups) and the expense levels and other inputs anticipated. The number of
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unique beneficiaries of the educational activities is just over 11’000 each year, totaling 55’242 over
the five-year period.
The social return is calculated as the ratio of the net present value of the social impact versus the net
present value of the investment (total inputs by all stakeholders) made.
For the five-year period under review, the social impact of the educational activities is calculated as
1.98; 98% over the investment level, thus representing a significant social return on investment. As
we would not want to suggest higher accuracy levels than justified, this should be rounded at 100%.
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5. A note on theater performances
As mentioned in chapter 2, the focus of the evaluation is on educational activities of the Teatro del
Lago. During the many interviews that were done for stakeholder verification, the topic of the impact
of the theater in general was touched upon as well (it was often brought up spontaneously by the
various stakeholders).
In general, the reach of the performance part of Teatro del Lago is much wider than that of the
educational activities. Thanks to the high quality outfit and programming, the theater’s reach is not
only national but regional as well (reaching into Argentina).
Furthermore, from the stakeholder verification interviews of the educational activities, the dominant
finding is that the theater has a very significant economic impact on the region. It therefore would be
more interesting and relevant to do an Economic Impact Assessment rather than a social one. The
economic impact of the theater is apparent from the following empirical data collected during our
analysis:
Increased tourism: the tourism to the region has increased significantly since the
construction of the theater, and the type of tourism seems to be shifting from mass to high
quality tourism. Instead of a two-months high-season, there now is a more year-round
tourism. Not all of tourism increase is attributable to Teatro del Lago, of course, as there are
alternatives such as eco-tourism (hiking and trips to the nearby volcanoes) and skiing, but
Teatro del Lago certainly plays an important role. It was even mentioned that TdL has made
Los Lagos region the 4th main tourist destination in Chile.
Occupancy rates of hotels and bed & breakfast facilities have gone up substantially. This is
visible both in what traditionally is the high season, as well as in the low season.
The presence of Teatro del Lago has established the cultural identity of the region. Where
the Semanas Musicales have created a musical tradition mainly for the privileged, the
theater has tried to make music and the arts accessible to the wider audience.
The value of real estate has increased dramatically. Estimates range from 30% in the last 5 to
7 years to over 100% over the last decade.
The annual budget of the municipality increased significantly over the last 10 years, and the
municipal income is increasingly coming from local sources, whilst the part funded from the
central government is reducing as a % of the overall total.
Private sector investments in the region have significantly (app. 75%) increased, when
comparing the period before and after the construction of Teatro del Lago.
The role of the theater in these changes is estimated to range from very important to indispensable.
There are a number of tangible project plans and situations where the positive impact of Teatro del
Lago is, or will turn into, financial returns. In this respect, we think specifically of project
development plans for real estate, occupancy rates at existing hotels and plans for extending hotel
capacity for the area. As the financial benefits of these projects will be for the parties that participate
in those, it would make a lot of sense to share the expenses of operating the theater and of (part of)
the educational activities. Also the costs of construction of the theater could be shared with other
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financial stakeholders. If the distribution of development projects and related land is managed
through a LandBank Fund (LBF), it should be researched whether the theater buildings could be
made a shared property through the LBF, and the operating expenses of theater and educational
activities (wholly or partially) also be carried by the main beneficiaries through the LBF structure.
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6. Summary & recommendations
6.1 Summary
The investment of the Schiess family, both in the construction as well as the operations of the Teatro
del Lago and the Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, has two distinct impacts.
First of all, the investments into the educational activities of Teatro del Lago generate a positive
social return of 100% on all of the inputs by the various stakeholders. The main social benefit is
derived from the creation of an art-rich environment for children and youngsters who participate in
the more intense music and arts programs offered; studies show that many of these students will
have a higher income over their lifetime. Another part of this social return comes from the free
Butacas Educativas and the EduVida workshops, which create a ‘once in a lifetime’ experience for
children and youth from the vulnerable part of the population. Apart from these social impacts that
have been calculated into the social return of the organization, there is a non-quantifiable benefit in
the role of these two low intensity educational activities in bridging the gap between the poorer and
wealthier part of the community.
Second, the presence of Teatro del Lago as such has had a major economic impact on the area as a
whole and many players can use that to their (economic) advantage. This positive economic impact
has a flipside in that it enlarges the risk of dividing the poorer and wealthier parts of the community.
The educational activities, however, help reduce that risk and can possibly even reverse it.
6.2 Recommendations for educational activities
From the analysis and the interviews with stakeholders a number of recommendations were derived.
Specific recommendations are grouped per activity underneath.
Low intensity educational activities
There are a large number of students participating in the low intensity activities, numbering in the
tens of thousands; while the per person value is lower than that of the high intensity activities, the
number of beneficiaries is so large that the value is driven up, and thus any further shift in the
number of beneficiaries of the low intensity activities will have very large implications for the overall
social impact created by the theater.
Increase the number of beneficiaries
a. The social return of the educational activities can be further improved when the
number of students participating in Butacas Educativas and EduVidas are increased.
Systematic marketing of these activities would help that. We found a relatively low
awareness of the possibility of sending students throughout the year.
b. An approach could be to invite school teachers for a special performance or an
EduVida workshop in order to increase the awareness and motivation in that
particular stakeholder group. Once the teachers are enthusiastic and motivated, the
schools (and the students) should follow.
c. It appeared that there is a large variation in the participation rate by the schools in
the region. Some come only once and some multiple times a year, while some have a
systematic approach of involving children only in grades 3 and 4 only, etc. It should
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be considered to define and design – perhaps in collaboration with the relevant
government agencies (the Council on Culture and the Arts or the Ministry of
Education, to name but two) - the optimal way(s) for schools to participate. TdL
should then share information on these possibilities and then apply those. This
would ensure that the impact aimed for is actually achieved. That will also make it
possible to do more statistical analysis and comparison on the outcomes of the
various options.
d. Teachers suggested broadening the target groups for Butacas Educativas. The
program should provide seats to children from 2nd to 5th grade, thus providing more
of an artistic base over several years of experiences. This ties in with the previous
recommendation, as it is the schools that sometimes decide what age group to send.
Increase the impact per beneficiary
e. Create educational material for teachers and school classes to:
i. Support the preparation for their visits to the theater, and
ii. Facilitate the commentary of the experience after the visit in order to
deepen the impact.
f. Bring elements into the educational activities that specifically support the integration
between the two distinct groups in the communities (the poorer and the wealthier
part), in order to increase the social outcome in that area.
g. The EduVidas are more impactful, on a per student basis, than the Butacas
Educativas. It should be researched if the number of EduVidas can be increased
without increasing the expenses of the theater. Participating artists in EduVidas see
them as a nice way of doing socially responsible work.
h. Teatro del Lago could also increase its impact if it improved its data collections vis-àvis its audience (e.g. knowing the vulnerability of the various schools that send
students). There is a significant difference between the number of tickets for Butacas
Educativas distributed and the number actually used, so we believe that systematic
follow-up with those schools or children that do not use the tickets given will provide
information on how to further improve the program.

High intensity educational activities
These have potentially a very significant impact, as they are life changing for the students. The share
of the high-intensity music & arts education in the overall social return ranks first because of the
long-term economic impacts coming from a higher exposure to the arts; further, we concluded that
the more vulnerable the student, the greater the social impact created by these high intensity
educational activities. Below are several considerations in order to scale the high-intensity education,
and thus to maximize the social return achieved through the educational activities of the theater.
Increase access to vulnerable students
a. Market the Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter programs intensely with potential
students in the region and focus on the vulnerable part of the population (as that is
where the program has the main impact).
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b. The availability of scholarships for courses at Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter
appears not to be well-known. An effort could be put on marketing the availability of
scholarships, with a focus on targeting vulnerable potential students with that
information.
c. Increase the funding available for these high-intensity music and arts scholarships by
marketing the program and its benefits to foundations and other possible sponsors.
Scale TdL’s approach of high quality art education
d. Design a program targeted to convert more primary schools into so called ‘art
schools’. These art schools would provide an art-rich education environment to
hundreds of students, generating positive impact with little-to-no effort from Teatro
del Lago. The existing programs in Butacas Educativas and EduVidas, as well as the
teacher- and program base of Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter, could be used to
specifically support those schools that are in the process of converting to artsschools or which are considering doing so. There are only 4 art-schools in the Los
Lagos region and increasing that number would be a fast way to scale the impact.
6.3 Recommendations for the financial sustainability of the theater
As part of the third objective of the analysis, below we provide recommendations that could help
strengthen the financial sustainability of the theater.
Share costs between stakeholders benefiting from the theater
a. Integrate operational expenses of TdL and educational activities into the financial
expenses for property development. This could be achieved through the
LandBanking Fund.
b. If so desired, bring the real estate costs (construction / building) of TdL under
common ownership, for instance through the structure of the LandBanking Fund,
which is targeted to be a revolving fund. In this way, the Schiess family could recover
the investments made and ensure that the maintenance and operation of the
property is a shared responsibility of various stakeholders going forward. This will
also increase ownership and commitment by other parts of the community.
Expand the repertoire of music available to local population
c. The theater could increase its revenues by adapting more of its programming to the
local interests and tastes (without necessarily shifting the full program). This could be
done without jeopardizing the quality standards, as there are probably many topquality Latino performers who would love to provide a relatively intimate concert in
such a setting. This would better align the goal of Teatro del Lago (to increase the
quality of culture) with the goals of the government (increase accessibility to
culture).
d. Marketing of music and theater performances is mainly targeted to the wealthier
(parts of the) communities. The general public is not informed actively. Children and
students are brought to the theater (for Butacas Educativas) whilst parents are not
informed in a timely manner. Broader marketing (i.e. more radio spots or local
advertisements targeting, among other localities, Frutillar Alto) may increase ticket
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sales and will create a broader knowledge and hence acceptance of what is going on
in the theater.
Capitalize on the TdL brand
e. Teatro del Lago has created a brand with an image of top-quality programming and
operations associated with it, and this could be of interest to other players in the
field. A way to increase revenues for the theater could be to franchise the formula
(adapted to a smaller scale and the budget of local theaters) to medium-sized, local
cultural centers. The franchise could be comprised of knowledge of programming
and perhaps even the programming itself, as well as the knowledge of marketing and
the formula of working with Butacas Educativas and EduVidas. If this can be
packaged in a sensible way, it can then be sold to local theaters and generate a
steady flow of revenue for Teatro del Lago. We should note that this also fits with
the objective of the national government to increase accessibility of music and arts.
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Annex 1 Stakeholder interviews
The following stakeholders were interviewed from October to December 2012.
Section on Arts & Culture, Regional Council of Culture and the Arts; Alejandro Bernales, Head of
section.
Section of Arts and Culture, Regional Council of Culture and the Arts; Anna María & Fernando.
Arts and Culture Department, National Council of Culture and the Arts; Pablo Rojas Duran &
María Jesús Chaparro.
Governor of Los Lagos Region; Juan Sebastián Montes.
Mayor of Frutillar; Ramon Espinoza.
Responsibles for DAEM (Department for the Administration of Municipal Education) Frutillar;
Hector Gallardo & Fabiola Contreras.
Fundación Mustakis; George Anasstassiou, Executive President.
Community leader in Frutillar; Maria Gallardo.
Director, Arturo Alessandri Palmas School; Mónica Hernandez.
Director, Claudio Matte School; José Obando.
Students at various local schools.
Teachers at Escuela de las Artes-Casa Richter; Paula Holmberg, Carolina, Rosita Barras, Maxiel
Marchant, Nicolás Faune, Verónica Solis and more.
Participants in Music Camps; Cristian & Sebastián.
Teachers at regional schools in focus groups; Tatiana Chavez & Carla.
Various parents of students of local and regional schools in focus groups.
Artistic and Communications Manager, Teatro del Lago; Carmen Gloria Larena.
Director of Strategic Alliance, Teatro del Lago; Andrés Espinosa.
Executive Director, Teatro del Lago; Uli Bader.
Executive Director of Educational Programs, Teatro del Lago; Nicola Schiess.
Coordinator of Educational Programs; Alejandra Flores.
Finance Department, Teatro del Lago; Cristián Valdés Barra & Miguel Hernandez.
Oswaldo Fritz. former Mayor of Frutillar.
Hotel Amadeus, Frutillar; Klaus Nannig Grothe.
Hotel Frau Holle; Christian Holle, Hotel Owner.
Real estate broker, Frutillar; Cecilia.
Urbana E&D; Orlando Mingo Marinetti, Executive Director.
Chilean artists performing EduVida sessions; Vasti Michel, Carola Cussen & Pedro Pablo
Prudencio.
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Annex 2 Social Return On Investment approach
The SROI approach is a logical framework for assessing social impact which takes a number of steps
to ultimately get to a ratio of social impact verses social inputs.
Scope and Theory of Change
Societal impact is about change that can be realized for (a group of) people. The starting point is that there
exists a societal issue or challenge that needs to be addressed.
Activities: In this step, the societal challenge that is addressed with project under review will be analyzed
and broken down into detailed components. The issue, its urgency and its scale will have to be identified and
assessed, as well as the solution that is offered and the measureable objectives.
Result: mutually agreed-on Theory of Change.

Build list of stakeholders and impact map
Activities: Analysis of stakeholders (being all parties that either invest into, or directly or indirectly enjoy the
benefits of, the project, such as the respective communities, civil society, various ministries, among others).
For each of the relevant stakeholders that are involved, their contribution and what they expect in return
will be assessed.
Result: an impact map that will show input, activity, output and outcome per stakeholder.

Stakeholder verification and dialogue
Communication with stakeholders will be easier and more effective when they are involved in the process.
That is why verification is important. It will be critical for the success of the project to call on the founders
and driving forces behind the project.
Activities: In this step the assumptions on involvement, changes and expectations will be verified in
cooperation with all mapped stakeholders. The impact in corresponding indicators will be identified, and
deadweight and attribution will be assessed.
Result: validated impact map.

Valuation and projection
Simply gaining insight into the outcome of the project does not say a lot about its value to differ ent
stakeholders. For example, it needs to determine how important the outcome is to project owners as well as
to its beneficiaries.
Activities: Assessment of the value of the effects for the stakeholders, by both desk research as well as
verification with the stakeholders themselves.
Result: insight into the main value drivers of the project and a completed SROI analysis.
For a more detailed description, please refer to www.thesroinetwork.org and www.socialevaluator.eu
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Annex 4 Social e-valuator report
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